Small disturbances relative to a horizontally stratified shear flow are considered on the assumptions that the velocity and density gradients in the undisturbed ff ow are non-negative and possess analytic continuations into a complex velocity plane. It is shown that the existence of a singular neutral mode (for which the wave speed is equal to the mean speed a t some point in the flow) implies the existence of a contiguous, unstable mode in a wave-number (a), Richardsonnumber ( J ) plane. Explicit results are obtained for the rate of growth of nearly neutral disturbances relative to Holmboe's shear flow, in which the velocity and the logarithm of the density are proportional to tanh (ylh). The neutral curve for this configuration, J = J,(a), is shown to be single-valued. Finally, it is shown that a relatively simple generalization of Holmboe's density profile leads to a configuration having multiple-valued neutral curves, such that increasing J may be destabilizing for some range(s) of a.
Introduction
We shall consider here the stability of a parallel shear flow U(y) in a horizontally stratified, perfect, incompressible fluid of density p(y) extending from y = y1 to y = yz. Defining we shall impose the u priori restrictions that the vorticity U ' ( y ) and the static stability h ' ( y ) be positive-definite functions of y in the open interval (yl, y, ) that may be continued analytically into the complex-y plane in the neighbourhood of (yl, y2). We also shall neglect the inertial effects of density stratification ( Boussincsq approximation), an approximation tantamount to the restriction A(! ! ) = 1% "9/P(Y)l, (1.1) h'(y) h< 1, (1.9) where h is an appropriate characteristic length (which we need not fix a t this stage) .
Following Drazin & Howard (1961), we choose a Cartesian (x, y) co-ordinate system moving in the positive-x direction with the average of the velocities at y = y1 and y = y2 and measure y from the plane of this average velocity. Then, using the subscripts 1 and 3 to imply evaluation a t y = yl and y = yz, we choose its the (reference value of the) Richardson number and the dimensionless wave number of a periodic disturbance of wavelength 3rrIk. We also define circle based on ([<, Cj2) .
(SNM's)-i.e. modes for which c, = 0 and U(yJ = cr wit.h y1 < ye < yz.
(ii) The complex wave speed for any uiist>abIe mode must lie inside the semi- where f (y) is an analytic function of y in the neighbourhood of (yl, y, ) that may be taken to be real (by factoring a complex constant, if necessary) for y in [yl, y,] .
The parameter 1' is given by and must be real in (1.7) .
I' = [ l -44(ye)]6, (1.8) (v) A sufficient condition for stability is JJy) > j, everywhere in (yl. y,).
(vi) The neutral curve for an infinite shear flow (y, = -yl = 00) is given by d = a in the joint limit J , a + 0. If 0 < J < a < 1 there is one and only one unstable mode for given a and J ; moreover, the principle of exchange of stabilities holds in this iieighbourhood in the sense that c,,/cI -+ 0 as ci --f 0 + .
Theorems (i), (iii), (iv) and (v) were proved by the writer (Miles 1061, hereinafter designated as I), (ii) and (v) , and (vi) by Drazin & Howard (1961) . Theorem (vi) depends on the approximation (l.?), but Theorems (i)-(v) do not. Theorems (iv) and (vi) require U'(y) to be positive definite in (yl, y, ), but Theorems (i)-(iii) and (v) do not.$ Theorem (vi) implies the existence of at least one neutral curve and a contiguous unstable mode for an important class of shear flows. This neutral curve is not necessarily unique (see below), however, and it therefore is of interest to establish the existence of unstable modes iii the neighbourhood of any neutral curve for non-small cx and/or J . We shall achieve this goal in $0 2-4 below through : b general formulation that permits the explicit calculation of an uiist,ablc modr -f Subsequently, wo sha,ll refer to $(y) simply (if looscly) as the stream function. -4 direct corollary is that:
(viii) If an eigensolution exists for some set of z, J and c , say (uo,Jo,co) , then c is a continuous function of a and ?J in the neighbourhood of (ao, J,, co); accordingly, the existence of a neutral curve in an (a,J)-plane implies the existence of contiguous, complex eigenvalues; conversely, the ( a , J)-trajectory of a complex eigenvalue with a positive imaginary part can terminate only 0 1 1 a neutral curve.
Theorem (vii) is due essentially to Lin (19.15; see especially pp. 332, 553) ) who established it for homogeneous shear flows ( J = 0); the extension of his proof to our problem is straightforward. It is based on the facts that the coefficients of the linear differential equation for ~, (2.8) below, are entire functions of each of GI and J and analytic functions of c in the aforementioned domains and that the boundary conditions on @ are independent of (or, more generally, they could be entire functions of) a, J and c. t (We note that the function X, introduced in place of F in 3 4 below, is not an entire function of J in consequence of the change of dependent variable from $ to 2 ; however, X is an entire function of v, thc parameter introduced in place of J in this transformation.) Theorem (viii) follows from an expansion of F about (ao, J,, co), together with the remark that if (a,,&) is a point on a neutral curve, the value of c corresponding to a neighbouring point can be real only if this point also lies on the neutral curve. We emphasize that c is not generally an analytic function of z and J ; in particular, c(a,J) may have algebraic brarich points, iinplied by (aF/&), = 0 (e.g. a. = Jo = c, = 0 in $ 5 below). We also emphasize that the expansion of F may not converge uniformly with respect to I c, -U, I or I c, -[I2 I.
The end points Ul, are excluded as possible eigenvalues for c if J > 0, but special difficulties could arise for a, + 0, J, a 0, co i Ul, (cf. Lin's discussion of honiogeneous shear flows).
We shall illustrate this general formulation by considering the velocity profile
in conjunction with the density profile The special cases r = 0 and r = 1 have been considered previously by Holmboe (1960) and Garcia (1961) 
These are qualitatively similar to the lowest branches obtained by Garcia (2961; see ( 6 . 1 0~~) below with r = 1 and n = 0 therein).
General formulation
is given by (see, e.g., I)
The boundary-value problem for $(y) on the basis of the approximation ( ,jr=P i(l+V) p1 ...
$($!-1+T)
Zj,
The subscript c implies evaluation at z = 2 , .
Singular neutral modes
We may pose the solution to (2.8) for an SNM in the form
where we have factored ( Z -Z $~+~) and g(z; a ) in order to render $ an analytic function of x in the neighbourhoods of z = z, and z = f 1, respectively. We may achieve the latter goal and satisfy the boundary conditions (2.9) either by choosing
or by requiring g to be an analytic function of z in the neighbourhood of ( -1 , l ) that vanishes at z = 2 1 according to We shall be especially concerned with configurations for which both S ( z ) and B ( z ) are even functions of z ( U and h odd functions of y). It then follows from 
(3.9)
Nearly neutral modes
Now let us suppose that an SNM exists for 1' = ~t~, ( a ) and zc = zo(a), say
and seek a contiguous ( a fixed, 11 4 i t o and z, +. z,,) solution to (2.8) in the form We also note that must have poles a t the zeros, if any, of #, , ; but this has no substantial effect on the following analysis.
Substituting (4.3) into (L'.S), we may place the result in the form
where the operator L is defined by (3.3)-(3.5); but LQo + 0 unless zc = zo and
we obt'airi We may proceed to such a construction through the integral cyuationf which follows from two integratioiis of (4.3) and the normalization ,y(l) = 1.
(4.9)
The requirement that x be regular at z = -1 then yields
as the eigeiivalue equation. (We also may obtain (4.10) simply by integrating (4.3) from z = -1 to z = + 1.) We recall that the paths of integration in (4.8) and (4.10) must pass under the branch point a t z = z, (see I for discussion), 
We may solve the integral equation (4.8) either by developing both R and x as joint expansions in z, -zo and 1' -IT,, and then equating the coefficients of like powers or by iteration, starting with the zeroth approximation ,y = 1+o(zc-20,1'-lJ").
(4.15)
We shall consider in this section only the first approximation, for which purpose we mag approximate (4.6) in the form
R ( z ; z~,~, V ) = (Z~-XO)R,,(Z; Z",CI, Z '~) + (~' -~J~) I $ , ( Z ;
z~,~, z J~) , (4.13)
where Ra and Rb are both real for -1 6 z 6 1. Substituting (4.12) and (4.13) into (4. lo), we may place the result in the form
(4.14) (4.15)
t We have suppressed the explicit appearance of the parameters z c , a and v in g , 12 and x.
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where with the path of integration indented under z = zo. We observe that
in consequence of Theorems (iii) and (iv). It follows that both a and b are complex numbers except at vn(a) = 0.
We have chosen to work in terms of 11 -vo(a), rather than J -Jo(a), in order to avoid the analytical difficulties associated with the branch point of 17 qua function of 4. I n the hial analysis, however, we require a relation between z, -zo(a) and J-J(a). Expanding (3.13) about z, = zo and J = Jo, substituting the linear approximation into (4.14), and requiring the resulting approximation to X to vanish, we obtain where the subscript zero implies evaluation at z = zn. We conclude from (4.16) that, in so far as alb is a complex number, the imaginary part of z, changes sign with J -Jo(a) and hence that the SNM characterized by J = Jo(a) and z, = zo(a) marks a transition from a positively damped (stable) to a negatively damped (unstable) mode as the neutral curve J = Jo(a) is crossed.? We emphasize, however, that J > Jo(a) does not necessarily imply stability, although such an apriori conclusion is valid by virtue of Theorem (v) if the neutral curve J = Jo(a) is unique and single valued. We also emphasize that the imaginary part of v0 a/b tends to zero as vo tends to any of 0 or & 1, in consequence of which (4.16) does not provide a uniformly valid approximation to the imaginary part of z, in the neighbourhoods of these points on the neutral curve. We shall see, in the specific example of the following section, how this difficulty can be circumvented by constructing uniformly valid approximations to R and x that reduce to those of (4.12) and (4.13) except near vo = 0 or Now let us suppose that both B(z) and X(z) are even functions of z. It then appears likely from symmetry and physical considerations that an SNM will exist for zo = 0. Assuming zo = 0, we may infer from (3.6) and (3.7) that q and q5, , are odd and even functions of z , respectively, and hence, from (4.6) and (4.13), that R, and Rb are even and odd functions. Invoking these properties in (4.15), choosing g according to (3.8), and substituting the resulting expressions for a and b into (4.16), we obtain 1.
which implies the principle of exchange of stabilities (cf. Theorem (vi)).
Wc remark that, in so far as the unstable eigenvalue that descends to zo = 0 according to (4.17) is unique, it must remain imaginary, for complex wave speeds necessarily occur in pairs. 7 We shall carry through the argument for the specific example of the following section, where the uniqueness of the SNM can be established.
HBlmboe's configuration
considerations appear to demand Ui = for the shear then is given by = -+., which implies the velocity profile of (1.9). The simplest, corresponding choice for B(x) is which, in conjunction with (5 .1) and (2.3)-(2.5) , implies the density profile of The corresponding, local Richardson number, as given by (1.5), is which increases monotonically with y2. The configuration described by (6.3) was proposed origiiially by Holmboe (1 960) as mathematically simpler and physically more acceptable than that considered by Drazin (1958) .$ Holmboe obtained a solution for the stream function by inspection and then determined the neutral curve of (5.13) below. The following derivation proves that this neutral curve is unique and that it comprises all possible SNM's. We shall show subsequently (3 6 below), however, that this uniqueness is a consequence of the special simplicity of the density profile and not (as might have appeared to be a plausible conjecture) merely of the restrictions that U'(y) and h'(y) be even, positive-definite functions of y in (yl, yz) and that 4(y) increase monotonically with y3.
Substituting (5.1) and (5.2) into (2.10)-(2.13), we obtain 
Drazin (1958) consicleretl U(y) = 1'tanli (y/h) and h ( y ) = a ( y / / i ) . This implies
H ( z ) = l / ( l -z z ) , which rrndcrs the exponents with respect, to : = i J tlcpendcnt on both a and J .
The Riemaiin function with four regular singularities, as described by either (5.5) or (5.8), has been studied in some detail by Heuii (1859). We may infer from his results that the solution to (5.8) that is regular at z = z, can also be regular at z = t. 1 for a > 0 if and only if it is a polynomial.
Let us suppose that q3 is a polynomial of degree TL; then, in consideration of the behaviour of @ a t z = GQ, our supposition requires Q ( l + I~) + u + n + ; ( 1 * 7 ) = 0. 12) which is a symmetric parabola in an (a, J)-plane with its maximum a t a = $ and J = $ (note that i t o < 0 for Q < a < 1). Solutions corresponding to (a, J)-points above this curve must represent stable modes in consequence of Theorems (iii), (v) and (viii) in 5 1 above; solutions corresponding t o points below this curve must represent unstable modes in consequence of Theorems (iii), (vi) and (viii). Drazin & Howard (1961) have calculated az, for these unstable modes through a second-order expansion in a and J, but it appears to be worth while to determine an approximation that is uniformly valid everywhere in the neighbourhood of the neutral curve-in particular, in the (a, J ) neighbourhoods of (0, 0 ) , (+, i), and (1, 0) , where v0 tends to 1, 0, and -1 , respectively, and the approximations of (4.19) and (4.13) are inadequate.
We shall proceed as in $3 3 and 4, but with such modifications as are required to achieve the aforementioned goal of uniform validity. Substituting (5. 1 1 u, b, c ) and the associated result qo = 0 into (4.6) yields R(z, xc) = q(2, ZJ.
(5.13)
At this point, we modify the formulation of 9 4 slightly by developing R and ?I in 6 = l( I -I , ) = L-i1r-u (5.14)
powers of and ax,, rather than v-if,, and z,. Substituting (5.11)-(5.14) into (4.8) and setting x = 1 in the resulting integral, we find that an adequate approximation for our purpose is given by 1 1) , expressing the resulting integrals in terms of beta functions, ant1 neglecting further terms of the same order as those already comprised by 6, TVC may reduce the integral as follows: 
-S( 2 2 + e) 2; + 6.
-c Taking this into account, we find that an approximation to S that is uniforrn1.y valid with respect to a and J is given by
+ a ( 1 -e 2 i n a ) B( 1 -a , 1 + a ) z, -Baz; + 6, (5.20) where. 
y3++zB(i-: l -a ) s i i i ( j . r~) y + a c o s (~a ) E --~7~E~+ a 6
= 0. by virtue of symmetry).
We emphasize that statement ( b ) does not hold for damped waves. For example, (5.33) yields a stable, as well as an unstable, eigenvalue for J < Jo(a), and our analysis does not preclude the existence of more than one such (stable) eigenvalue; moreover, (5.23) yields a pair of stable eigenvalues if J > .J,(a), which tend to z, = 0 and -i-na as J -+ Jo(a) + and are complex if .lo(.) + *7rZa3 < J < 1.
A configuration with multivalued neutral curves ferential equation for i k basically unchanged is given by
A simple generalization of Hdmboe's configuration that leaves t,he dif- 1) which, in conjuiiction with (5.1) and (3.3)-(2.5), implies the density profile of ( l . l O ) . $ The corresponding, local Richardson number, as given by (1.5), is 
QOl
The restriction -$ < r < 1 guarantees that B(z) > 0 for -1 < 2 < 1 and implies that J(y) increases monotonically with y2.
The configuration dcscribed by (1.9) and h ( y ) = cr tanh3 (ylh),
corresponding to r = 1 in ( l . l O ) , has been considered by Garcia (1961). He assumed c = 0 and obtained results equivalent to (6.9) and ( 6 . 1 0~~) below with r = 1 therein. We remark that, in this very special case, the singularity of the differential equation (2.1) a t y = yG = 0 is only apparent. See also the remarks a t the end of the paragraph following (6.14) below. Substituting (5.1) and (6.1) into (2.10)-(3.13), (3.8) and (3.9), we obtain the Rieniann function ( and Heun's differential equation (5.8) with
It follows, as in S 5 , that the solution for an SNM must be a polynomial in x and that the exponents of the differential equation (5.8) for a polynomial solution of degree n must be constrained according to (5.10), which we now rewrite in the form a + n = an(J,zc; 1') = + ( T --V ) -~.
(6.7)
If r < 0 the maximum value of T is 3 and the right-hand side of (6.7) cannot exceed 1 (since v > -1). It then follows, from the restriction a > 0, that only n = 0 is admissible, and this implies z, = 0, just as in 5 5 . If r > 0 the right-hand side of (6.7) may exceed 1 (since T may exceed 3), but we anticipate (and shall demonstrate subsequently) that z, = 0 gives the most critical SNM, and hence the stability boundary, for any even value of n and that no SNM exists for odd values of n if r < 0.947. Considering first, then, stationary SNM's, we substitute (6.6) into (5.8), eliminate 1' through (6.7), and set z, = 0 to obtain Introducing z2 as the independent variable, we may transform (6.8) to the hypergeometric equation and obtain the polynomial solutions for n even. There are no solutions to (6.8) that are regular at each of z = z, = 0 and z = Substituting (6.4) and (6.5) into (6.71, setting z, = 0, and indicating explicitly that 17 may be either positive or negative, we obtain the neutral curves corresponding to the SNM's of (6.9) in the form ~, ( J , o ;
1.) = ~( 0 + l~r~) S 3 3 [ 1 -4 ( 1 -r )~] t -l , (6.10a) Invoking the requirement a, > n ( a > O ) , we then may determine the maximum value of n, say N , for which the SNM of (6.9) is admissible from the inequality ( f i . I n ) (6.14)
Summing up, we infer from the foregoing results that the neutral curve J = Jo(a) is no longer single valued if r > $ and that there are at least 3N+ 1 distinct neutral curves (each having two braiiches), say J = Jo(a; * L ) , if r satisfies (6.14) with N even; in particular, N = 0 if r 6 0.895, N = 3 if 0.895 < r < 0.968, and N --f co as r --f 1 . Increasing J then may have a destabilizing effect for some range of a, although it remains true that J, > $ is a sufficient condition for stability for any discrete value of a and a necessary condition for stability for a complete spectrum of a (a 2 0 ) .
The neutral curves for r = -$, 0 and 2 are compared in an (a,Jc) plane in figure 1 ; those for r = 0.9 are plotted in an (a, 4) plane in figure 3 ; and those for r = 0.9 and 1 are compared in an (a, J ) plane in figure 3. We emphasize that the neutral curve J = .&(a; n) is a stability boundary only for the ntli mode; e.g. for r = 0.9 (see figure 3 ) the n = 0 mode is stable for a = 0 and J > 0, but the n = 3 mode is unstable for a = 0 and 0.20 < Jc < 0.25.
Stability is impossible for r = 1, since unstable modes exist for every ( a , J ) -point in a > 0 and J > 0. This limiting case violates our initial restriction to positive-definite density gradients, however, and instability is a consequence of thc fact that J, = 0.
It is of interest to compare the result (6.lOn) with that given by Draziii S: small-a approximation. Substituting (1.9) and (1.10) into their ( 3 7 ) , we obtain J = a -( 1 --r +~r 2 ) a~+ 0 ( a 3 ) , (6.15)
which agrees with (6.10) within the indicated approximation. This approximation happens to be exact for r = 0, as observed by Drazin & Howard, but if T > 4 it is obviously quite wide of the mark for non-small a and fails t o reproduce the bulge characterized by (6.12).
We now proceed to consider the existence of nonstationary SNM's for r > 0. We shall find it instructive, for this purpose, to examine (6.7) in an ( a n , .r)-plane. Eliminating J between (6.4) and (6.51, we may express vin terms of r and a single Invoking the requirements a, > n (a > 0) and .7 > 0, we infer from (6.19a) that n = 0 is the oiily admissible possibility for s 2 &. This implies z, = 0, as in $5, whence s e so 2 4 implies 0 6 r ,< Q. We also may infer, from the considerations that the right-hand side of (6.19b) is a monotonically decreasing function of s and that s is a monotonically increasing function of z:, that z, = 0 yields an upper bound to n, namely N , as givcn by (6.13) and (6.14). This does not guarantee the existence of an SNM for n = N , however, since z,, = 0 is not generally admissible as an eigenvalue unless n is even (see below). Now let us suppose that 0 < z ; < 1, s o < s < $. Substituting (6.6) into (5.8) and eliminating v from the result with the aid of (6.7), we obtain the differential equation to be satisfied by (6.21) in the form A neutral curve exists if (6.23) and (6.24) can be satisfied simultaneously for a > 0, r > 3 and 0 < 2," < 1. We know from the preceding discussion that such a curve must lie inside the ellipse obtained by setting s = so (2, = 0) in (6.18) and that its two branches (for a qua function of r ) must join at least once on the straight line 7 = 2a + 4 (it might be either a closed loop, intersecting 7 = 2a + 4 twice to give maximum and minimum values of r , or an open loop terminated by a = 0). We also know, from Theorems (vii) and (viii) , that the neutral curve must be continuous in a > 0, and we therefore may infer its existence or non-existence from the existence or non-existence of at least one simultaneous solution of (6.23) and (6.24) for r = 3 a + 4 and a > 0.
Substituting r = 2a + 4 in (6.33) and (6.24), we obtain 1 -s0(2a+ 1) (2a+ 7)
-- Invoking Descartes' rule of signs, we find that (6.26) has no positive real roots if so > 1/66 ( r < 2 2 / 3 3 = 0.9565) and either 0 or 2 such roots if so < 1/66. We also find that the right-hand side of (6.37) has one and only one positive real zero, 
Conclusions
We conclude that: (ix) The existence of an SNM implies the existence of a contiguous unstable mode in an ( a , J)-plane.
(x) The neutral curve J = Jo(a) is not generally single-valued; moreover, several distinct neutral curves may exist for a given configuration, each such curve corresponding to a distinct SNM.
(xi) The principle of exchange of stabilities holds for a stationary SNM if U'(y) and h'(y) are positive-definite, symmetric functions of y that possess analytic continuations into a complex-U plane, but lionstationary SNM's may exist even though these restrictions are satisfied. 
